
Atari 7800 Label Variations 
 

This Atari 7800 label list has been created by myself from personal scans and going to various sites on the 
internet. To update this list on my website, contact me at pdispenza@verizon.net. I will try and correct any 
mistakes and add any new info as I come across it. Any questions or comments, just contact me. I’m always 
on the Atari Age website as Philflound. 
 
Rarity is going to be based on the label variation of the cartridge, not the game itself. There are many 
websites and guides that give the rarity of the carts, so it is just duplicate info you don’t need. I am giving 
rarity 3 grades along with a (?) grade. There may be more than one grade for variations. There probably 
aren't too many variations for the 7800. Common of course will be the least expensive versions to find, Rare 
should be the most expensive. A (?) means I do not have enough data to determine how rare a label variation 
is, or if it even exists. My estimates are guesses. On the rarest games, a common will be given if only one 
label is known, or if more than one label is known, but are about equal in occurrence. No prices will be given 
here, but will be the sole judgment of each individual to determine. 
 
A “*” after the entry means that I have a scan of this particular label variation available. Scans are now 
available on the videogamevariations.com website. If there is a particular variation with the cartridge itself in 
general, then I will show a scan of the carts. This will be something different about the mold itself, and I will 
try to describe in details the differences. PAL designations will be noted in the entry only if there is a PAL 
designation somewhere on the cartridge. That means that a cartridge could be PAL, even if there is no 
separate listing. Printing on the label or stickers on the cartridge should be the indicator that a cartridge is 
PAL.. 
 
Rarity:  Common (C) – this would be found 6 out of 10 times 
 Uncommon (U) – this would be found 3 out of 10 times 
 Rare (R) – this would be found 1 out of 10 times, if that 
 Unknown (?) – cannot determine the rarity 
  
Abbreviations:                                  
 ML: = main label  
 EL: = end label  
 Cart: = the actual plastic cartridge   
 Typo: = typographical error     
 © = copyright    
 ® = registered   
  ™ = trademark  
 
Manuals: A manual listing is what I’ve seen or had in my possession. If you have something that is not 
listed, please give me a scan of all pages if possible including covers. Page count listed does include covers 
and any unnumbered pages if they are numbered within the manual. Page count given will be individual 
pages, though the manual may not be stapled, and folds open to create one or two large pages, which I’ll try 
to note. Any revisions will be noted with Rev #. Color given on the manual is for the front cover, most likely 
the outside background of any photos or drawings shown. I am not going to give rarities for this section, just 
listing for information. 
 
Boxes: Boxes listed will be all versions that the cartridges came in, with a possibility that it was released in a 
bag instead of box. Copyright year will be listed first, along with the general color of the front of the box. 
Some boxes may have a Rev listed, usually found on the little flap at the top or bottom of the box. Variations 
of the box may be noted if there is something significantly different with a photo, sticker, or such. Printed 
and Made in countries will be listed. Most box sizes are standard with Atari games, but if any boxes have 
different sizes, it will be noted. Again, no rarities will be given for boxes, just informational purposes. If 
there is a different with the physical construction of a box, namely the flap, it will be noted in the entry. The 
Atari 2600 had mainly 3 types of flaps, described as follows. The Atari 7800 will probably not have any 
glued flap. We will keep these designations until we get a better idea of whether or not some of these flap 
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styles do not exist. The first is standard opening of the box from the top flap, where the whole top flap tucks 
into the box. The bottom flap also tucks into the box. The second version is glued on both top and bottom, 
and there is a hang tag glued to the top of the back of the box. This little hang tag tucks into a slot on the top 
flap. The third version is a glued top flap that is similar to a cereal box with a tab. I’m going to call this the 
tab flap style box. 
 
Printer and dates will be noted from the tiny flap if there is one as we did with the 2600. Any Rev #'s will be 
noted also from the tiny flap. If no Rev # is printed, that will be in the entry. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
ATARI 
 
PicGr1 – Picture is not in color. Atari 7800 is above photo in the center. 
 
PicGr2 – Picture is in color. Atari 7800 is above photo in the center. 
 
P - PAL format. These are non-US versions. A “p” is usually on the end label, and in some cases on the main 
      label. Please note that if a label exists in both NTSC and PAL, but there is NO difference between the   
      two labels, there will be only one listing, though we may note it as both NTSC and PAL in the  
      description. Also, we are not going to note a cartridge as PAL unless it has a “p” somewhere on the label,  
      or a “p” sticker denoting it as PAL. So, it’s possible that a variation only exists in PAL format, but it 
      won’t be listed as such. Do not assume a listing as being NTSC. 
 
Cartridge type   
Cart1 - locking circuit board cover  
Cart2 - free sliding circuit board cover  
Cart3 - no circuit board cover  
      
Name   Model 
32 in 1   CX78163? 
a)* C --- ©1988, CART3, green label, text only, ML: “Made in China”, CA400266-163 on lower  
   right, note: no end label was made for this cart 
A)* Manual no ©, white paper, 8 pages, (folds out to 2 sides), size?, no Printed, no Rev 
1) Box N/A 
 
Ace of Aces  CX7846 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-046 on lower right, EL: CA400065-046 
   on lower right 
A) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-152 on back, 16 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “9.1988.N.C.” above product number 
B)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-152 on back, 16 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
C)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-152 on back, 16 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box,   
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, no Atari advantage sticker on box,  
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, no stickers, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China 
 
Alien Brigade  CX7855 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: smaller font, “Made in China”, “CX7855” in bold letters, CA400067-
   055 on lower right, EL: CA400065-055 on lower right 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: larger font, “Made in China”, “CX7855” not in bold letters,  
   CA400067-055 on lower right, shifted more towards middle, EL: CA400065-055 on lower 
   right, “P” sticker on back, PAL 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300016-152 on back, 16 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 



   “G.C.7.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in  
   China., standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China., flap? 
 
Asteroids  CX7802 
a)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART2?, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
c)* R PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-02 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.4.1986” below product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-02 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.5.1988” below product number 
C) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-02 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev B, “G.C.8.1993”  
   below product number 
D) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-02 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev C, “K.I.7.1991”  
   below product number 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, tab flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Ballblazer  CX7815 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, EL: red label with white text 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
c)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “P” sticker on back, PAL 
d)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, EL: brown-red label with white text 
e)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, EL: red label with white text, “P” sticker on 
   back, PAL 
f)* U PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” all capital letters 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, C300018-015 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, C300018-015 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” right of product number 
C)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-015 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “M.W.4.1988” right of product number 
D) Manual ©?, white, product #?, German, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Atari advantage sticker on box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China,  
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, no Atari advantage sticker on box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Barnyard Blaster CX7859 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-059 on lower right, EL: CA400065-059 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-059 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.7.1989” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
 
Basketbrawl  CX7880 



a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-080 on lower right, EL: CA400065-080 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-080 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.8.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in  
   China,, standard flap style box 
 
Centipede  CX7801 
a)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART2, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
c)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all copyright lines in italics 
d)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all copyright lines in normal font 
e)* U PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”  
A)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-01 on back, 6 pages (folds out), 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev 
   B, “B.T.5.1988” below product number 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Choplifter  CX7821 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” in italics 
c)* U PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” normal font, very small letters 
d)* U PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”  
A) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-021 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “VL.9.1987” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, C024857-021 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
C) Manual ©1988, white, C024857-021 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “VL.1.1988” right of product number 
D) Manual ©1988, white, C024857-021 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “VL.6.1988” right of product number 
E) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-021/4, French, pages?, Printed in France, Rev A 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Commando  CX7838 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7838” in bold, CA400067-038 on lower right, 
   EL: CA400065-038 on lower right 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7838” normal font, error: “G” before “1989” 
   instead of ©, CA400067-038 on lower right, EL: CA400065-038 on lower right, “P” sticker 
   on back, PAL 
A)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-038 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.9.1989” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-038 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev B, “G.C.8.1991” left 
   of product number 
C) Manual no ©, white, no product #, French, pages?, no Printed, no Rev 
1)* Box ©1989, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1989, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in  
   China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1989, grey box, Made in China in capital letters, standard flap style box 



 
Crack'ed CX7836 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-036 on lower right, EL: CA400065-036 
   on lower right 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in Hong Kong”, CA400067-036 on lower right, EL:  
   CA400065-036 on lower right?, “P” sticker on back, PAL 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-036 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-036 on back, pages? , 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev A, “B.T.8.1991” right 
   of product number 
C) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-036/4 on back, French, pages?  no Printed, no Rev 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, , “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box,   
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker or Atari advantage sticker on box, Printed in Hong  
   Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Crossbow  CX7844 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-044 on lower right, EL: CA400065-044 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-044 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-044 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” left of product number 
C) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-044 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.8.1989” left of product number 
D)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-044 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.10.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker or Atari advantage sticker on box, Printed in Hong 
   Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Dark Chambers CX7837 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-037 on lower right, EL: CA400065-037 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-037 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
 
Desert Falcon  CX7811 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China” 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, C024857-011 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1988” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, C024857-011 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.10.1989” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Dig Dug  CX7803 



a)* U PicGr1 ©1986, CART2, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” all copyright lines in italics 
c)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” only in italics 
d)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
e)* C PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A) Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-03 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev B, 
   “K.I.9.1986” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-03 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev B, 
   “K.I.2.1987” right of product number 
C)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-03 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
D)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-03 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “CPM” below product number 
E) Manual ©1988, white, CO24857-03 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “M.W.4.1988” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, tab flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Donkey Kong  CX7848 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-048 on lower right, EL: CA400065-048 
   on lower right 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-048 on lower right, EL: 
   CA400065-048 on lower right 
c)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in USA.”, CA400067-048 on lower right, EL: CA400065-048 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-048 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.8.1988” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-048 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.7.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Donkey Kong Junior CX7849 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-049 on lower right, EL: 
   CA400065-049 on lower right 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-049 on lower right, EL: 
   CA400065-049 on lower right 
c)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in USA.”, CA400067-049 on lower right, EL:CA400065-049 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-049 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.8.1988” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1989, white, no product #, German, pages?, size”?, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev?,  
   “B.T.6.1989” 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Fatal Run  CX7854 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: smaller letters, “Made in China.”, “CX7854” in bold letters,  
   CA400067-054 on lower right, EL: CA400065-054 on lower right 



b)* U PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: larger letters, “Made in China.”, “CX7854” not in bold letters,  
   CA400067-054 on lower right, EL: CA400065-054 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-054 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.12.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China., standard flap style box 
 
Fight Night  CX7851 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: smaller letters, “Made in China.”, CA400067-051 on lower right, 
   EL: CA400065-054 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-051 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
B)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-051 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   no “For use with NTSC...” on back, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, no “For use with NTSC...” on back, standard flap style box 
 
Food Fight  CX7804 
a)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART2, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
c)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all copyright lines in italics 
d)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” only in italics 
e)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China” in normal font, first 2 copyright lines in italics 
f)* U PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A) Manual ©1986, white, C300016-04 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev B, “K.I.7.1986” 
   right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1987, white, C300016-04 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B,  
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
C) Manual ©1989, white, product #?, German, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
5)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Galaga   CX7805 
a)* R PicGr1 ©1986, CART2?, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
c)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all copyright lines in italics 
d)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” only in italics 
e)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” small letters, normal font 
f)* R PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-05 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.5.1988” below product number 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, Rev A on flap, standard flap style 
   box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, tab flap style box? 
 
Hat Trick  CX7829 



a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong.” 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-029 on lower right, 
   EL:CA400065-029 on lower right 
c)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-029 on lower right, EL:CA400065-029 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, C300018-029 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1989, white, no product #, German, pages?, size”?, no Printed, no Rev, “G.C.8.1991” 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, no Rev, standard flap style box,  
   “BT 1988” on tiny flap 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Ikari Warriors  CX7862 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-062 on lower right, EL: CA400065-062 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-062 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.8.1990” left of product number 
B) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in  
   China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
   China., standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China., standard flap style box 
 
Impossible Mission CX7832 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-042 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1989, grey, C300018-032 on back, 24 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.2.1989” above product number 
B) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Jinks   CX7857 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-057 on lower right, EL:CA400065-057 
   on lower right 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-057 on lower right, 
   EL:CA400065-057 on lower right? 
A)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-057 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.7.1989” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1989, white, C300018-057 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.5.1990” right of product number 
C) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1989, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1989, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1989, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Joust   CX7806 
a)* U PicGr1 ©1986, CART2?, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
c)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
d)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Made in China” 
e)* R PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, CO24857-06 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 



   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box? 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box? 
 
Karateka  CX7822 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
c)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, EL: “Atari® 7800™ ProSystem” 
d)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, EL: “Atari® 7800™” 
A) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-022 on back, pages?, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.5.1987” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-022 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “Wa-Ta 1987.10” right of product number 
C) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-022 on back, pages?, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
D) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-022 on back, pages?, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” right of product number 
E)* Manual ©1988, white, C024857-022 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “Wa-Ta 1988.1” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box, “Wa-Ta 2/88” on tiny flap 
 
Mario Bros.  CX7850 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong.”, CA400067-050 on lower right, 
   EL:CA400065-050 on lower right 
b)* U PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-050 on lower right, EL:CA400065-050 
   on lower right? 
c)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in USA.”, CA400067-050 on lower right, EL:CA400065-050 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-050 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.8.1988” above product number 
B) Manual ©?, white, product #?, German, 6 pages, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1983, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1983, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in USA., standard flap style box 
 
Mat Mania Challenge CX7863 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-063 on lower right, EL:CA400065-063 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-063 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.8.1990” above product number 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Mean 18  
Ultimate Golf  CX7847 



a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7847” in bold letters, CA400067-047 on lower 
   right, EL:CA400065-047 on lower right 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7847” not in bold letters, CA400067-047 on 
   lower right, EL:CA400065-047 on lower right 
A) Manual ©1989, white, C300018-047 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “G.C.6.1990” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-047 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.8.1991” right of product number 
C) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1989, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1989, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Meltdown  CX7875 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-075 on lower right, EL:CA400065-075 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-075 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.11.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in  
   China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
   China., standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China., standard flap style box 
 
Midnight Mutants CX7889 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7847” in bold letters, CA400067-089 on lower 
   right, EL:CA400065-089 on lower right, bold “™” after “Mutants” 
b)* U PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7847” not in bold letters, CA400067-089 on 
   lower right, EL:CA400065-089 on lower right, normal “™” after “Mutants”, “P” sticker on 
   back, PAL 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-089 on back, 12 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.11.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box  ©1990, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box  ©1990, grey box, Printed in Made in China., standard flap style box 
 
Motor Psycho  CX7852 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7847” in bold letters, CA400067-052 on lower 
   right, EL:CA400065-052 on lower right 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7847” not in bold letters, CA400067-052 on 
   lower right, EL:CA400065-052 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-052 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.8.1990” left of product number 
B) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box  ©1990, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box  ©1990, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Ms. Pac-Man  CX7807 
a)* R PicGr1 ©1986, CART2?, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* R PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
c)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, 4 line copyright info in italics 
d)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, 4 line copyright info in normal font 
e)* U PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-07 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A, 
   “K.I.4.1986” left of product number 
B)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-07 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.5.1986” right of product number 
C) Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-07 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 



   “CPM” below product number 
D) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-07 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev B, 
   “K.I.1?.1987” right of product number 
E)* Manual ©1989, white, no product #, German, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, no Rev, 
   “B.T.6.1989” 
F) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)*  Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, tab flap style box, no Rev, “Kuang IH 5/86” on tiny 
   flap 
2)*  Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
3)*  Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box, Rev A 
4)*  Box ©1987, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
5)*  Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, flap? style box 
6)*  Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Ninja Golf  CX7870 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-070 on lower right, EL:CA400065-070 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-070 on back, 10 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.8.1990” left of product number 
B)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-070 on back, 10 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev A, “G.C.8.1991” left 
   of product number 
1)*  Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in  
  China., standard flap style box 
2)*  Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
  China., standard flap style box 
 
One-on-One  
Basketball  CX7824 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, 4 line copyright info in italics 
c)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, 4 line copyright info in normal font 
d)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-24 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A, 
   “K.I.6.1987” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1987, white, C024857-24 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “Faith Luck 10/87” right of product number 
C)* Manual ©1987, white, C024857-24 on back, 6 pages (folded), 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
D) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, 1 sheet (2 sides)?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, no Rev, standard flap style box,  
   “BT 1988” on tiny flap 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong Made in Hong Kong, standard flap style box\ 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Planet Smashers CX7868 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7868” in bold letters, CA400067-068 on lower 
   right, EL:CA400065-068 on lower right 
b)* U PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7868” not in bold letters, CA400067-068 on 
   lower right, EL:CA400065-068 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-068 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev A, “G.C.7.1990” left 
   of product number 
B)* Manual ©1989, white, C300018-068 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev A, “G.C.8.1991” left 
   of product number 
C) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in  
   China., standard flap style box 



2)* Box ©1990, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in 
   China., standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Pole Position II CX7808 
a)* R Text ©1984, CART?, ML: no Printed, 5 line copyright info 
b)* R Text ©1986, CART?, ML: no Printed, 5 line copyright info 
c)* C Text ©1987, CART3, ML: no Printed, 5 line copyright info 
d)* U PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, CA400067-008 on lower right,   
   EL:CA400065-008 on lower right 
e)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, “CX7868” in bold letters, CA400067-008 on lower 
   right, EL:CA400065-008 on lower right 
f)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, “CX7868” not in bold letters, CA400067-008 on 
   lower right, EL:CA400065-008 on lower right 
A) Manual ©1984, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.9.1984” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.2.1986” right of product number 
C) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.1.1987” right of product number 
D)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.2.1988” right of product number 
E) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed?, Rev A, “G.C.1.1992” right of 
   product number 
F) Manual ©1988, white, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A,   
   “K.I.1.1988” right of product number 
G)* Manual ©1988, white, blue letters, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, 
   Rev A, “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
H)* Manual ©1988, white, blue letters, CO24857-08 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, 
   Rev A, “B.T.6.1989” right of product number 
I)* Manual ©1989, white, no product #, German, 4 pages, size”?, no Printed, no Rev, “G.C.8.1991” 
J) Manual ©?, white, product #?, German, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev?, “G.C.3.1992” 
K)* Manual ©?, white, C300018-008/4, French, 4 pages, size”?, Printed in France, Rev A 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Realsports Baseball CX7834 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, CA400067-034 on lower right, EL:  
   CA400065-034 on lower right 
a)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in Taiwan”, CA400067-034 on lower right, EL: CA400065-
   034 on lower right, ML:EL: normal & upside down (legitimate)h exist 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-034 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.11.1988” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
 
Robotron: 2084 CX7809 
a)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART2, ML: “Made in Taiwan” 
b)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” only in italics 
c)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all 5 copyright lines in italics 
d)* U PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong”, all 5 copyright lines in normal font 
A) Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-009 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev B, 



   “K.I.7.1986” right of product number 
B)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-009 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “B.T.5.1988” right of product number 
C)* Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-009 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “CPM” below product number 
D) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-009 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, 
   “M.W.12.1987” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, tab flap style box 
2)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
Scrapyard Dog  CX7879 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1990, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-079 on lower right, EL:CA400065-079 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1990, white, C300018-079 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.11.1990” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1990, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong. Made in China., standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1990, grey box, Made in China., standard flap style box 
 
Sentinel  CX7869 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1991, CART3, ML: “Made in China.”, CA400067-069 on lower right, EL:CA400065-069 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1991, white, C300018-069 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in China, Rev A on front 
B)* Manual ©1991, white, C300018-069, French, 4 pages, size”?, Printed in France, no Rev 
1)* Box ©1991, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Summer Games CX7826 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, C300018-026 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, no Rev, 
   “K.I.4.1988” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Atari advantage sticker on box, Made in Taiwan/Printed in Taiwan, 
   standard flap style box 
 
Super Huey  CX7828 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-079 on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-028 on back, 20 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.3.1989” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-028 on back, 20 pages, 5 x 7”, no Printed, Rev A, “G.C.1.1992” left 
   of product number 
C) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
D) Manual ©?, white, product #?, German, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, “Winners Don't Use Drugs” logo on back, standard 
   flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” printed in lower right corner, Atari advantage printed on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, no “Winners Don't Use Drugs” logo on back,  
   standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, “Winners Don't Use Drugs” logo on back, standard flap 
   style box 
 
Touchdown Football CX7823 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-023 on lower right, EL:CA400065-023 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-023 on back, 14 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.1.1989” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-023 on back, 14 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 



   “B.T.3.1989” left of product number 
C) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-023 on back, 14 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” left of product number 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
 
Tower Toppler  CX7856 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan.”, CA400067-056 on lower right, EL:CA400065- 
   056 on lower right 
b)* R PicGr2 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-056 on lower right, EL:CA400065-056 
   on lower right 
A)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-056 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A, 
   “K.I.12.1988” right of product number 
B) Manual ©1988, white, C300018-056 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.6.1989” right of product number 
C)* Manual ©1988, white, C300018-056 on back, 6 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “G.C.5.1990” right of product number 
D) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1988, grey box, Atari advantage sticker on box, Made in Taiwan/Printed in Taiwan, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1988, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Atari advantage sticker on box, 
   Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in 
   China, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in China, standard flap style box 
 
Winter Games  CX7831 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
A)* Manual ©1987, white, C024857-031 on back, 8 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Taiwan, no Rev, 
   “K.I.1.1988” right of product number 
1)* Box ©1987, grey box, Made in Taiwan/Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Taiwan., standard flap style box 
 
Xenophobe  CX7858 
a)* C PicGr2 ©1989, CART3, ML: “Made in China”, CA400067-058 on lower right,    
   EL:CA400065-058 on lower right 
A) Manual ©1989, white, C300018-058 on back, pages?, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.7.1989” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1987, white, C300018-058/4 on back, French, pages?, size”?, no Printed, Rev A 
1)* Box ©1989, grey box, “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, 
   standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1989, grey box, no “New” sticker in lower right corner, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in  
   China, standard flap style box 
 
Xevious  CX7810 
a)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART2?, ML: “Printed in Taiwan” 
b)* C PicGr1 ©1986, CART3?, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
c)* C PicGr1 ©1987, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” only in italics 
d)* U PicGr1 ©1988, CART3, ML: “Printed in Hong Kong” 
A)* Manual ©1986, white, CO24857-10 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “B.T.5.1988” left of product number 
B) Manual ©1987, white, CO24857-10 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 
   “CPM” below product number 
C)* Manual ©1988, white, CO24857-10 on back, 4 pages, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev A, 



   “M.W.1.1988” right of product number 
D) Manual ©?, white, product #?, French, pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
E) Manual ©?, white, product #?, German,  pages?, size”?, Printed?, Rev? 
1)* Box ©1986, grey box, Printed in Taiwan, standard flap style box 
2)* Box ©1987, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong/Made in China, standard flap style box, “BT 1988” 
   on tiny flap 
3)* Box ©1988, grey box, Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
4)* Box ©1988, grey box, Made in Hong Kong/Printed in Hong Kong, standard flap style box 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
ABSOLUTE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
Name   Model # 
F-18 Hornet  AP-044 
a)* C  ©1988, black label, AP-044-04 
A)* Manual ©1988, grey, AP-044-03 on back, 20 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box ©1988, black box with fighter jet on front, BD-044-02 
 
Kung-Fu Master AM-039 
a)* C  ©1989, black label, AM-039-04 
A)* Manual no ©, black, AM-039-03 on back, 8 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box ©1989, red box with fighter getting kicked, AM-039-02 
 
Pete Rose Baseball AV-045 
a)* C  ©1989, black label, AV-045-04 
A)* Manual ©1989, grey, AV-045-03 on back, 8 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box ©1989, green box with picture of Pete Rose on front, AV-045-02 
 
Super Skate Boardin' AV-047 
a)* C  ©1988, black label, AV-047-04 
A)* Manual ©1988, black, AB-047-03 on back, 6 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box ©1988, black box with sneaker and skateboard, BD-047-02 
 
Title Match  
Pro Wrestling  AV-041 
a)* C  ©1989, black label, AV-041-04 
A)* Manual ©1989, black, AV-041-03 on back, 12 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover &  
   contents 
1)*  Box ©1989, black box with wrestlers in the ring, AV-041-02 
 
Tomcat F-14 Flight  
Simulator  AV-046 
a)* C  ©1989, black label, A\V-046-04 
A)* Manual no ©, black, AV-046-03 on back, 12 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box ©1989, black box with fighter helmet reflecting jets, AV-046-02 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
ACTIVISION 
 
Name   Model # 
Double Dragon  AM-050 
a)* C  no ©, white label, AM-050-04 
A)* Manual ©1989, white, AM-050-03 on back, 12 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover &  
   contents 
A1)*Sheet no ©, white, AM-050-09, 1 page, size?, no printed or Rev, corrections for manual 



1)*  Box no ©, yellow box, AM-050-02, no made in 
 
Rampage  AM-049 
a)* C  ©1986, white label, AM-049-03 
A)* Manual ©1989, white, AM-049-03 on back, 8 pages, size?, no printed or Rev, b&w cover & contents 
1)*  Box no ©, blue box, AM-049-02, no made in 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
FROGGO 
 
Name   Model # 
Tank Command FG 2003 
a)* C  no ©, white label with green & orange letters, illustration of a tank, EL: frog in upper left 
   corner next to Froggo Games, no Made in 
A)* Manual no ©, white, FG2003 on back, 8 pages, size?”, no Printed 
1)*  Box ©1988, white box, Made in Taiwan, illustration same as label, Cruise Missile on side of box 
  is towards the top 
 
Water Ski  FG 2002 
a)* C  no ©, white label with blue letters, illustration of a water skier on wave, EL: frog in upper 
   left corner next to Froggo Games, no Made in 
A)* Manual no ©, white, FG2002 on back, 8 pages, size?”, no Printed 
1)*  Box ©1988, white box, Made in Taiwan, illustration same as label, Cruise Missile on side of box 
  is towards the top 
 
 
*************************************************************************************** 
**  CATALOGS, WARRANTIES, & OTHER PAPERWORK OR ITEMS   ** 
*************************************************************************************** 
This section will contain a list of catalogs produced by the various companies along with warranty slicks 
included with games and other miscellaneous paperwork that may have also come with games. Catalogs with 
a ? I have not personally seen and would appreciate verification on info listed. Catalogs will have C#, 
owner’s manuals an O#, warranties a W#, and miscellaneous a M#. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
ATARI 
 
CATALOGS 
C1)  1977 no ©, olive-green, no product #, 12 pages, 4 x 6.5”, no printed, lists 8 games 
C2)  1977 no ©, dark green, no product #, 12 pages, 4 x 6.5”, Printed in Taiwan, lists 8 games 
 
OWNER’S MANUALS 
O1) *  ©1984, grey, C024819-01 on back, 20 pages, size?”, Printed in USA, Rev A 
O2)   ©1984, grey, C024819-01 on back, 20 pages, size?”, sticker: Made in Taiwan, Rev A 
O3)   ©1986, grey, C024819-01 on back, 20 pages, size?”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A 
O4) *  ©1986, grey, C024819-01 on back, 20 pages, size?”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev A, 
   “1987 1 C.C.” below product # 
O5)*  ©1988, white, C024819-001 on back, 8 pages, size?”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev C, 
   “K.I.7.1988” right of product # 
O6)  ©1988, white, C024819-001 on back, 8 pages, 5.375 x 8.25”, Printed in Taiwan, Rev C, 
  “K.I.10.1988” right of product # 
O7)*  ©1989, white, C301135-003A on back, French, 8 pages, size”?, Printed in Hong Kong, no 
  Rev, “G.C.4.1991” below product # 
 
WARRANTIES & MISC 



W21)  ©1987, white, C072020-001, 1 sheet, 5 x 7”, Printed in Hong Kong, Rev B, “WA-TA 1987 
  8” below product # 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
ACTIVISION 
 
CATALOGS 
C1)  1980 ©1980, light blue, AG-940-02 on back, 4 pages, 3.75 x 6”, no printed, lists 6 games, shows 4 
   designers 
C2) 1981 ©1981, black, AG-940-05 on back, 6 pages (folds out), 3.75 x 6.125”, no printed, lists 8 
  games + 2 coming soon, shows 4 designers 
 
WARRANTIES & MISC 
W1) 1980 6/80, blue, AG-940-00, 1 sheet, 3.75 x 6.5”, no Rev 
W2) 1981 8/81, blue, AG-940-00, 1 sheet, 3.75 x 6.5”, Rev 2 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
FROGGO 
 
WARRANTIES & MISC 
W1) 198? no ©, white, no product #, 1 sheet (cardboard), 4  x 6.5”, no Printed 
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